
So how exactly does the like button work?
 

We all click such button on Facebook lots of times without knowing what goes on in the background. Clicking this like button on Facebook creates an

association in the graph between the individual who clicks it and the content itself. An'open graph like action'is published when this button is clicked

and this in turn drives the distribution and promotion of the content. The story or content that is created could be enriched and enhanced by using meta

tags. If you plan on using the like button on an internet site, you will have to use meta tags to be sure that the published content, or news feed looks

great and attractive on your own timeline, thus attracting more people and getting more likes. This can enable perfect distribution of content on

Facebook.

 

It goes without saying that only great content is likely to have more likes, that being said just typing in a few great content may not get you the publicity

that you might be aiming for.

 

Here are a few tips which are sure to help you have more Facebook likes, promote a story or even your small sized business via Facebook. So what

are you currently awaiting, continue reading!

 

4 steps to get you one step nearer to fame

 

Create exclusive content and also like-gate it- Apart from putting together some exclusive content, also like gate your news feed or story. A like gate is

really a custom tab, which allows only those who have liked your link to see the whole content. So advisable is always to put in a trailer, and lead the

reader into clicking like, to access read the entire feed. Something to the tunes of click like to get unlock download will certainly pique the interest of

the reader, and have him like your link to access the particular content. A salon that is attempting to promote their services, could devote a message

such as for instance like us to acquire a discount on our many services, or like us to obtain a sneak preview of the many latest offers. This will not just

get likes but also promote the company in itself.
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